
 

 

 

During a routine review of SFPD data, it was noticed that the Q2 2020 96A report omitted one data 

point on a shooting that occurred in April 2020. While the report contained the narrative and associated 

information (see page 140), a data system error did not capture the shooting as a data point in our 

systems.  

The following pages (135-140) constitute an update to the Q2 2020 96A full report pages 28, 29, 30, 89, 

90 and Q2 2020 96A Executive Summary page 15.  Changes are highlighted in yellow.  

 

SEC. 96A.3 (b) (1) TOTAL USES OF FORCE (TYPE OF FORCE) BY 

RACE/ETHNICITY AND GENDER OF SUBJECT 

 

Types of Force by 

Race/Ethnicity and Gender of Subject 

April – June 2020 

 

Asian includes Asian and Pacific Islander.   

Unknown indicates ethnicities outside DOJ definitions, Native American, and incident reports 

where data wasn’t provided. 

Due to rounding, percentage totals may not add up to exactly 100%. 

Q2 Corrections 



 

SEC. 96A.3 (b) (3) TOTAL USES OF FORCE (TYPE OF FORCE) BY AGE OF 

SUBJECT 

Types of Force by  

Age of Subject 

April – Jun 2020 

 

Unknown indicates information was not documented in report for various reasons (i.e. suspect 

fled and demographic information was not known). 

Due to rounding, percentage totals may not add up to exactly 100%.  



 

 

 

Types of Force by Call Type 

April – June 2020 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

Tenderloin District 

(Company J) 

Uses of Force 

April – June 2020 

 

 

  



 

 

 

Tenderloin District 

(Company J) 

Uses of Force by Call Type  

April – June 3030 

 

 
 

 

 

 



 

TYPES OF FORCE USED 
 

Total Uses of Force decreased by 16% from the second quarter of 2019.  Pointing of a 

firearm, physical control, ERIW, and striking by object/fist are the top four types of force 

used and account for 92% of total Uses of Force. 

 

 
USE OF FORCE RESULTING IN DEATH – SEC. 96A.3(b)(2) 

There were no Use of Force incidents or Officer Involved Shootings (OIS)  resulting in 

death during the 2nd quarter of 2020.  Although not a requirement of Chapter 96A, the 

following officer involved shooting, which did not result in the death of a subject, is 

included in the interest of transparency. 

Case # Subject Name: Race/Sex: Date: Time: Location: 

200251504 O’Bannon, Thomas BM 04/21/20 06:37 540 Jones St. 

Original Call: Officers Using 
Force 

Total # of Uses of Force 

Person with a knife (219) 13 16 

 

On April 21, 2020, at approximately 6:36 AM, officers responded to a call on the 500 

block of Jones Street regarding a report of a person with a knife. Officers arrived on 

scene and made contact with the subject who was armed with a weapon. During this 

contact, an officer-involved shooting occurred. A foot pursuit ensued and the subject 

ran into a building on the 300 block of Ellis Street and barricaded himself inside the 

building. The SFPD Tactical Unit and the Crisis/Hostage Negotiation Team arrived on the 

scene to assist with resolving the incident peacefully. 


